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Abstract: Person re-identification (Re-ID) has attracted attention due to its wide range of applications.
Most recent studies have focused on the extraction of deep features, while ignoring color features
that can remain stable, even for illumination variations and the variation in person pose. There are
also few studies that combine the powerful learning capabilities of deep learning with color features.
Therefore, we hope to use the advantages of both to design a model with low computational resource
consumption and excellent performance to solve the task of person re-identification. In this paper,
we designed a color feature containing relative spatial information, namely the color feature with
spatial information. Then, bidirectional long short-term memory (BLSTM) networks with an attention
mechanism are used to obtain the contextual relationship contained in the hand-crafted color features.
Finally, experiments demonstrate that the proposed model can improve the recognition performance
compared with traditional methods. At the same time, hand-crafted features based on human prior
knowledge not only reduce computational consumption compared with deep learning methods but
also make the model more interpretable.
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1. Introduction
Person re-identification (Re-ID) is a popular direction in computer vision research,
with a wide range of application scenarios, such as real-time monitoring, trajectory tracking,
security and other applications. The core of the task is to judge whether a pedestrian’s
different images captured in a non-overlapping field of view belong to the same person.
However, there are different viewpoints, illumination changes and other complex factors,
which make the Re-ID problem difficult to solve.
Most of the traditional methods, which focused on metric learning [1–3] and feature
representation [4,5], are commonly used to extract features from the whole image or
manually designed horizontal windows. The renaissance of deep learning has dominated
this field. Most studies [6–8] use convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to extract global
or local features combined with metric learning losses to solve problems. However, the
features extracted by the CNN can easily ignore both the spatial structure of the person and
attribute features, and sometimes it is precisely these features that play a decisive role in
identifying pedestrians and can give the model better interpretability. Therefore, there are
some studies that integrate human structural information [9] into tasks, and some studies
that introduce attention mechanisms (AMs) [10,11], which can focus on important points
in substantial information, selecting key information and ignoring other unimportant
information, to obtain pedestrian attributes. These methods have achieved good results.
However, due to low-image resolution, illumination changes, unconstrained poses and
different viewpoints, the local features or global features displayed by pedestrians exhibit
large differences, which may allow neural networks to learn useless features, so there is
still a large gap between research-oriented scenarios and practical applications [12].
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Color feature is one of the most commonly used features in traditional methods, which
mostly extract color features from the “hue, saturation, value (HSV)” color space. However,
due to the illumination variation and lack of spatial information, the traditional methods are
not robust. Although most recent studies ignore color features and focus on deep features,
color features still have an important research significance for person re-identification
tasks regarding low-resolution images; most person pictures have a resolution of less
than 300 × 300, as shown in Table 1, and contain much less information about a person,
which may make the neural network learn many useless features that not only affect the
computational efficiency but also cause a waste of resources.
Therefore, in this paper we propose a color feature with spatial information, which
include not only person HSV color space features, but also space information. Based on
the color feature, we implement bidirectional long short-term memory (BLSTM) networks
with an attention mechanism to obtain the contextual relationship contained in the spatial
color feature. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed model can improve the recognition performance compared with traditional methods. At the same time,
hand-crafted features based on human prior knowledge not only reduce computational
consumption compared with deep learning methods but also make the model more interpretable. An overview of our proposed model is shown in Figure 1. The main contributions
and novelty of this paper are as follows:

•

•

•

Based on the prior knowledge of humans, we designed a color feature with spatial
information to solve the problem of person re-identification. Compared with the
common method of extracting deep features using convolutional neural networks,
the biggest advantage of the handcraft features we designed is that it consumes less
computing resources during extraction, has better interpretability, and is less affected
by image resolution.
Att-BLSTM is used to obtain the contextual semantic relationship in the color features,
and due to the attention mechanism, the model can automatically focus on the features
that are decisive for the task. The performance of the model and its generalization
ability can be greatly improved.
The combination of hand-crafted features and the deep learning in person re-identification task not only greatly reduces the number of parameters and the resource consumption of training models, but also gives the model better interpretability, and the
performance of the model can still reach an advanced level.

Table 1. Image resolution of common data sets for person re-identification.
Datasets

Time

Images

Resolution

VIPeR
CUHK01
Market-1501
MARS
DukeMT-MCreID

2007
2012
2015
2016
2017

1264
3884
32,668
1,191,003
36,441

128 × 48
160 × 60
128 × 64
256 × 128
vary
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The biggest problem with handcraft color features is that if we do not use other tools,
we can only use the information it represents, but we cannot obtain the high-level semantic
features such as the contextual relationship and semantic information contained in the
color feature. Therefore, we combine the handcraft color feature with the deep learning
model, which can discover the high-level semantic features implied by the color feature, to
solve the task of person re- identification.
2.3. Recurrent Neural Network
A recurrent neural network (RNN) is a type of deep neural network that has recurrent
connections, which enables the network to capture the context information in the sequence
and retain the internal states. To overcome the vanishing gradient problem of the RNN,
long short-term memory (LSTM) units were introduced by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber.
The main idea is to introduce an adaptive gating mechanism, which decides the degree to
which the LSTM units keep the previous state and memorize the extracted features of the
current data input. As a result, they may be better at finding and exploiting long-range
dependencies in the data. To date, many LSTM variants have been proposed, such as
BLSTM and bidirectional long short-term memory networks with an attention mechanism
(Att-BLSTM) [23].
In the field of natural language, LSTM plays an increasingly important role, and an increasing number of researchers have been applying LSTM to computer vision applications.
Li et al. [24] used LSTM to mine the semantic correlation and spatial information of pedestrian attributes to improve the performance of pedestrian attribute recognition. In [25], the
authors used recursive LSTM to generate sequences and train the model end-to-end to solve
people detection in crowded scenes. In [26], the authors proposed a novel Siamese LSTM
architecture that can process image regions sequentially and enhance the discriminative
capability of the local feature representation by leveraging contextual information.
3. The Proposed Method
3.1. Image Preprocessing
Color is quite sensitive to illumination changes; therefore, the lighting conditions of
different cameras or camera settings will inevitably lead to differences in the imaging colors
of the same pedestrian. To solve this problem, as in [4], we use the Retinex algorithm [27]
to preprocess images. In addition, we automatically compute the gain/offset parameters so
that the resulting intensities linearly stretch in (0, 255). The algorithm enhances the details
Future Internet 2021, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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3.2. Hand-Crafted Feature Extraction
The image resolution of person Re-ID images is quite low (mostly less than 300 ×
300); these images contain much less information than those of normal resolution, and
many appearance details are lost [31]. Therefore, color becomes the most important fea-
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For all pixels in each color category ϕ = p1, p2,..., ps , if the longitudinal relative
difference between
twoo adjacentnpixels exceedsothe threshold Th , then the set is divided
n
into φ1 =

p1, p2,..., pi , φ2 =

pi+1, pi+2,..., ps . After several longitudinal splits, we

obtain ϕh = {φ1 , φ2 , . . . , φh+1 }, where h is the number of times that adjacent pixels
exceed the threshold. Later, each set in the set ϕh is divided horizontally. Finally,
ϕw = {φ1 , φ2 , . . . , φt+1 }, where t is the sum of the number of vertical and horizontal
divisions. Fifteen color categories are separated in turn and finally T original pixel materials are obtained, namely, ϕT = {φ1 , φ2 , . . . , φT }.
To allow the T original pixel materials obtained in the previous section to fully express
the information they contain, we convert each original pixel material in ϕT into a feature
vector, as shown in Figure 4. Each vector is 14-dimensional, which is the variance and mean
of the H, S, and V of all pixels in the original pixel material, and the ratio of the number of
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3.3. Att-BLSTM
Based on the color features with spatial information, which obtained in the previous
section.
We chose Att-BLSTM networks to obtain the contextual semantic relationship and
3.3. Att-BLSTM
the most important semantic information in the color features. Att-BLSTM uses BLSTM
Based on the color features with spatial information, which obtained in the previous
networks to obtain contextual semantic information in sentences, and the AM is combined
section. We chose Att-BLSTM networks to obtain the contextual semantic relationship and
with BLSTM so that it can automatically focus on the features that are decisive for the task.
As the color features can be regarded as the feature after word embedding, we made some
modifications to Att-BLSTM, removing the word embedding layer, as shown in Figure 5.
Generally, the LSTM-based RNNs consist of the following components: one input gate
it with corresponding weight matrix Wxi , Whi , Wci , bi ; one forget gate f t with corresponding
weight matrix Wx f , Wh f , Wc f , b f ; one output gate ot with corresponding weight matrix Wxo ,
Who , Wco , bo . All of those gates are set to generate some degrees using the current input xi ,
the state hi−1 that the previous step generated, and the current state of this cell ci−1 . For
the decisions whether to take the inputs, forget the memory stored before, and output the
state generated later [23]. The components are demonstrated in (4)–(9) as follows.
it = σ (Wxi xt + Whi ht−1 + Wci ct−1 + bi )

(4)
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pedestrian H ∗ as (14):
∗
H = tanh(γ)
(14)
(9)
ℎ = 𝑜 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑐 )
3.4. Loss Function
where 𝜎 is the activation function; 𝑖, 𝑓, 𝑜 are the input gate, forget gate, output gate, and
As in
[8,35],
apply the triplet
as the loss
of metric
learning
improve
current
cell
state,we
respectively;
and hard
𝑐 canloss
be [36]
calculated
by the
weighted
sumto
using
both
the
generalization
ability
and
training
speed
of
the
model.
The
process
is
as
follows.
First,
the previous cell state and current information generated by the cell.
randomly
select P pedestrians
the training
dataset,contains
randomly
select
K picturesfor
forthe
each
Additionally,
as shown inin
Figure
5, Att-BLSTM
two
subnetworks
left
pedestrian,
and obtain
a total which
of PK =
picturesand
as abackward
batch. Input
theserespectively.
X pictures into
and right sequence
contexts,
areXforward
passes,
The
output of the i-th word is shown in the following equation:
→ ←
ℎ =[ℎ ⨁ℎ ]

(10)

Then, we introduce the AM to obtain abstract representation, as the following equations demonstrate:
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the model to obtain X groups of pedestrian abstract representations, which can be used to
calculate the loss of pedestrians using the following equation:





P
K 
max
min
∗ (i )
∗ (i )
∗ (i )
∗ ( j)
Lid (θ; X ) = ∑ ∑
d H a ,H p −
d H a ,H n +s
(15)
p = 1, · · · , K
n = 1, · · · , K
i,j=1 a=1
(i )

where H ∗ a represents the abstract representation feature of the a-th image of the i-th
(i )

( j)

pedestrian and uses this as the anchor. H ∗ p and H ∗ n represent the abstract representation features of the positive pedestrian and the negative pedestrian corresponding to the
anchor, respectively, and s is an artificially set hyperparameter. The abstract representation
feature similarity d H ∗ i , H ∗ j of any two pedestrians H ∗ i and H ∗ j can be calculated by the
following equation:

H∗i ·H∗ j
(16)
d H∗i , H∗ j =
H ∗ i ||×|| H ∗ j
4. Experiments and Discussion
To evaluate the proposed model, we selected two large-scale person Re-ID benchmarks,
DukeMTMC-reID [17] and Market1501 [37].
4.1. Datasets and Evaluation Protocol
4.1.1. DukeMTMC-reID
DukeMTMC-reID is a subset of the DukeMTMC dataset for image-based Re-ID proposed by Duke University. It consists of 36,411 images of 1812 identities collected by eight
different cameras. A total of 16,522 images of 702 persons are divided into a training set. A
total of 19,889 images of the remaining identities are divided into a testing set, with 2228 in
the query set and 17,661 in the gallery set.
4.1.2. Market-1501
The Market-1501 dataset was constructed and made public in 2015, and the dataset
was collected by six cameras. There are 1501 different person identities in the dataset. They
use the DPM detector to generate the person detection frame, and get 32,668 pedestrian
pictures. These pictures are divided into non-overlapping training set and test set. The
training set contains 12,936 pictures corresponding to 751 persons, and the test set contains
19,732 pictures corresponding to 750 persons. In addition, the person detection frames of
3368 query pictures are drawn manually to ensure the clarity of the target to be queried
during the test.
4.1.3. Evaluation Protocol
The common criteria for evaluating the performance of person re-identification algorithms include cumulative matching characteristics (CMC) and mean average precision
(mAP) [13]. CMC-N (i.e., Rank-N matching accuracy) means the probability that the highest confidence n images in the search results have the correct results. Another metric, i.e.,
mAP is originally widely used in image retrieval. For Re-ID evaluation, the essence of mAP
is actually an average value of the maximum recall rate of each person in multi-person
detection. The Rank-1 and mAP results are reported. All the experiments are performed in
a single query setting
4.2. Implementation Details
We implement our framework with Pytorch. The specific experimental environment
is as follows: Python 3.6.7, CUDA 10.0, and CUDNN 7.5.
As in [8], the margins of triplet hard loss for cosine distances are set to 0.5, and the
minibatch size is set to 160, in which 4 images for each person. We set the initial learning
rate of the Adam optimizer to 10−3 and shrink it by a factor of 0.1 at 80 and 160 epochs
until convergence is achieved.
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4.3. Comparisons with Traditional Methods
Most traditional person re-identification studies try to learn the most distinctive and
stable characteristics to describe the characteristics of each pedestrian. Usually, they use
the color feature, texture feature, shape feature, and a fusion of the three features [21]. The
comparison results with the traditional method are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. The comparison results with traditional methods on Market-1501 dataset.
Methods

Rank-1

mAP

gBiCov [14]
LOMO [4]
BoW
BoW+KISSME [38]

8.28
43.79
34.38
44.4

2.33
22.22
14.10
20.8

ours

95.7

88.1

On the Market-1501 dataset, the experimental results show that the results of our
model far exceed the traditional person re-identification methods in both evaluation indicators, where Rank-1 is 95.7% and mAP is 88.1%.
4.4. Comparisons with the State-of-the-Arts
With the advancement of deep learning [8,10,11,24,35,39], person Re-ID has achieved
inspiring performance on widely used benchmarks. However, as Table 3 has shown, the
parameters of common convolutional neural networks can easily reach millions, such as
the GoogleNet used by attention-aware compositional network (ACCN) [10], ResNet50
used by multivariable multi-objective genetic algorithm (MMGA) [11]. Our model has only
2.4 × 105 parameters, but it has also reached the state of the art, as shown in Table 4.
Table 3. Several classic convolutional neural network model parameters.
Methods

Million Parameters

AlexNet [40]
VGG16 [41]
GoogleNet [42]
Inception-v3 [43]
ResNet50 [44]

60
138
6.8
23.2
25.5

ours

0.24

Table 4. Comparison of results on Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-reID.
Market-1501

Methods

DukeMTMC-reID

Rank-1

mAP

Rank-1

mAP

ACCN [10]
MSCAN [39]
MultiScale [3]
HA-CNN [45]
AlignedReID [8]
HPM [24]
MMGA [11]
UnityStyle+RE [46]

85.9
83.6
88.9
91.2
91.0
94.2
95.0
93.2

66.9
74.3
73.1
75.7
79.4
82.7
87.2
89.3

76.8
79.2
80.5

59.3
60.6
63.8

86.4
89.5
85.9

74.6
78.1
82.3

ours

95.7

88.1

85.3

78.4

On the Market-1501 dataset, our model outperforms most of the state-of-the-art
algorithms and exceeds the current best models, i.e., it is attention-driven by +0.7% in
Rank-1. Additionally, the proposed model is 1.2% lower than UnityStyle+RE in mAP to
achieve the second best result.
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On DukeMTMC-reID, our model achieves 85.3% Rank-1 and 78.4% mAP. In Rank-1,
our method significantly exceeds most deep learning methods to achieve the second best
result in mAP, which is 0.9% lower than that of UnityStyle+RE.
4.5. Ablation Study
The importance of the color information in our proposed hand-crafted feature is
self-evident. To verify the effectiveness the role of the relative spatial information (RSI) in
the feature and the neural network in the model, we conducted an ablation experiment,
and the results experiment are shown in the Table 5.
Table 5. The result of ablation experiment.
Index

Methods

Rank-1

mAP

1
2
3

without RSI
with RSI
without RSI + Att-BLSTM

38.6
47.2
87.3

18.7
25.1
73.6

4

with RSI + Att-BLSTM

95.7

88.1

In index-1 and index-2, we only use hand-crafted features, such as in the traditional
way, without going through a neural network. Only in index-1, we remove the relative
spatial information (RSI) in the feature. Compared with the color feature without RSI, the
color feature with RSI has improved Rank-1 and mAP by +8.6% and +7.4%, respectively.
Then, in index-3 and index-4, we input the two features into Att-BLSTM separately. As
shown in the experimental results after adding Att-BLSTM, whether the input is the color
feature with RSI and the color feature without RSI, Rank-1 and mAP are improved a lot.
Among them, the effect is the best when the input is the color feature with RSI, and rank-1
and mAP are achieved respectively 95.7% and 88.1%.
5. Discussion
By comparing with traditional methods, we think that traditional person re-identification methods pay more attention to the design of features. Although the features designed
based on prior knowledge are relatively simple and easy to understand, it is easy to
overlook the contextual semantic information, the disadvantages are also obvious, lack of
contextual semantic information, and cannot fully express the original image information.
However, our model uses the Att-BLSTM to obtain contextual semantic information, and
at the same time, due to the attention mechanism, the model can automatically focus
on the features that are decisive for the task. Although our model was not optimal in
experiments with deep learning methods, the number of parameters in our model was
exponentially lower than other methods, which means less loss in computing resources,
storage space, and time costs. A small number of parameters means less storage space
is required. Therefore, with the popularity of edge computing, a model that combines
low-dimensional features and deep learning must play a major role.
The ablation experiment proved the importance of the relative spatial information
contained in the color features and the important role of Att-BLSTM in the model. Although
the color feature with RSI has been refined based on prior human knowledge, it lacks an
in-depth understanding and analysis of features and only stays at the surface layer of the
features. The existence of Att-BLSTM enables the model to obtain the contextual relationship
contained in the hand-crafted color features, which improves the performance of the model.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we designed a color feature containing relative spatial information,
namely the color feature with spatial information. Then, bidirectional long short-term
memory (BLSTM) networks with an attention mechanism are used to obtain the contextual
relationship contained in the hand-crafted color features. The experiments show that our
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proposed method can significantly improve the accuracy of person Re-ID compared with
traditional methods. Compared with the current state-of-the-art methods, we use fewer
parameters and consume fewer computing resources to achieve the same level as them. In
addition, due to the existence of handcraft features, the parameter amount of the model is
greatly reduced, which means that the consumption of computing resources and storage
resources is greatly reduced. Although we show that our methods outperform others in the
Market1501 and DukeMTMC-reID datasets, there is still a large gap between humans and
machines. Person changes in clothing, occlusion and other issues will affect the extraction
of features, thereby affecting the performance of our proposed model. However, human
vision can obtain more high-latitude features and can also use prior knowledge to assist
recognition, which are directions for our future research.
Author Contributions: Supervision, H.X. and M.B.; Writing—original draft, X.C.; Writing—review
& editing, X.C. and Y.L. All authors have read and agreed to the published version of the manuscript.
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